JUNIOR PLANT
CONTROLLER
(M/F/D)
Welcome to RIMOWA, the first German
Maison of the LVMH Group. We are a global
lifestyle brand with a mission to create the
essential tools for a lifetime of travel. For
more than 120 years, we’ve dedicated
ourselves to develop unique products where
function coexists with luxury, heritage with
innovation, and craftsmanship with design.
At RIMOWA we believe that great ambitions
demand resilient companions. It’s why our
tools are created with longevity in mind.
Because the most meaningful journeys last
more than a trip, they last a lifetime.
Please join us to discover your own.

APPLICATION:
We would kindly ask you to send your
complete application documents, including
your salary expectations and the earliest
commencement date as PDF via Email to
people@rimowa.com

HR Department
Jaqueline Khalil

WHAT WE HAVE TO OFFER:

YOUR PROFILE:

We offer you an interesting job in an
international environment. You will have the
opportunity to work independently and
solution-oriented and will be in constant
contact with other specialist departments.
Furthermore, we offer you individual
Development opportunities as well as many
exciting projects and benefits.

We would like to speak to professionals, who
has a degree in economics, ideally with a
focus on controlling, finance or accounting.
Furthermore, we seek:

YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES:

- Very good analytical knowledge

- Responsibility for auditing the Raw
materials purchasing Flow (Purchase
Order - Invoice - Stock variations)

- Safe handling of common MS-Office
products

- Actively participate at month end, year
end closing cycles

- At least two years of professional
experience, preferably in the Industrial
sector, in auditing or tax consultancy

- High affinity for figures and a quick grasp
of the facts

- Be in charge of Purchase Data Base
accuracy (BoM; Vendors; Etc)

- Independent, self-reliant and precise
working method (data crushing
knowledge is Important)

- Act as Finance Business Partner for the
Purchasing Department

- Hands-on mentality and pragmatic way of
working

- Responsibility for purchasing controlling
and data analysis for purchasing
negotiations

- Ability to work in a team and to work
under pressure

- Create scorecards for suppliers

- High flexibility and strong communication
skills

- Development of business management
instruments

- Good command of spoken and written
English and German

- Implementation of process optimization
projects in interdisciplinary teams
- Regular preparation of special reports,
evaluations on Raw material consumption
- Assist and support the plant manager in
inventory tasks; Plant KPI’s
- Responsibility for monitoring variance
analyses and the budget
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